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Programming learners should understand….

What code is - the syntax
What code is for – the goal the code achieves
“ Decrease x ”

What code does - how code executes

Expert illustrations of code execution
• Code is on one side, memory is on the other
• Everything is in a box, all variables same
• Past values are erased

PythonTutor, a typical program visualization tool (Guo 2013)

Instructor sketch in class

How do students illustrate code execution?
• Collected scratch papers from a CS1
programming exam with code reading
problems
• “What is the value of x after this code
executes?”

• Interviewed 13 students retrospectively
about their sketching choices
• Why did you sketch or not sketch?
• Why did you sketch the way you did?
• Why didn’t you sketch like your instructor?

Variables are unboxed
It’s time-consuming

“Boxes take too long to draw, basically.”
I think it’s unnecessary

“She’s trying to illustrate everything as opposed to
me just trying to illustrate specifically what I need to
get through a problem.”
It’s different than how I use boxes in other classes

“I’m guessing those are the initial values but it kind
of makes it look like they’re the finals. Because from
physics, like for homework, I always circle my
finals....I saw the box first here and I’m like oh I don’t
like that.”

X

Past values are retained
It helps with fixing errors
“…if I mess up, I can go back and know
that I either wrote a variable wrong or
something like that.”
It helps to expose patterns
“For me, I think it was just visual and then
being able to see it laid out helped me also
keep track of it. Because this is going back
and forth and iterating it a bunch of times,
so seeing the physical changes of the new
variables was really helpful.”

Variables are
treated differently
based on context
Loop indices are used to organize tracing.
“…I really lost track of what my i value was so
it got confusing, so I erased it a couple of
times. Then I put the i values next to it, and it
became much more clear.”
Loop indices are different than other
variables
“It’s just for me to establish here’s an
iteration, here’s an iteration, here’s an
iteration, just so I know what I’m dealing with
and then not getting confused between
iterations and numbers.”

Search for goals and patterns is primary

Pattern matching

“Once you look at the code
and figure out what it’s
doing, then it’s like, okay, I
can compute an average
without writing it down,
especially if it’s only two
values.”

Interrupted tracing

“After I sort of got the hang
of it, I just started to skip
through writing it.”
“You can also see the point
where I realized like... and it
clicked.”

Close tracing

“When I saw it I wasn’t
like ‘Oh, I think I have a
hunch that this code
does this.’ I’m going to
need to work through it.”

Implications and next steps
What alternative visualizations can incorporate these approaches
to problem-solving?
- Organize visualization using loop indices
- Support inference about code goals and patterns
However, just because students use a technique doesn’t mean that
it’s better.
- Would these changes be better for novice learning?
See more about this work in my paper:
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